THE EFFECT OF (NON-)NATIVE LANGUAGE AND TASK COMPLEXITY ON SPEECH ENTRAINMENT
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ABSTRACT

Speech entrainment (also known as alignment or accommodation) has been documented on various linguistic and paralinguistic levels but often with complex and sometimes conflicting outcomes. Hence, the understanding of the mechanism(s) underlying this complex behaviour in dyadic conversations is still limited. In an effort to increase this understanding, the current study tests the effect of language (L1 Slovak vs. L2 English) and task complexity (easy, medium, difficult) on local and global entrainment in f0 and intensity in a within-subject design. Pairs of undergraduates played a collaborative game of giving directions structured into three levels gradually rising in complexity. The results corroborate other recent findings in yielding complex and unexpected patterns, particularly failing to show the assumed link between cognitively easier tasks and greater entrainment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Entrainment (also referred to as alignment, convergence or accommodation) is the tendency of communicative partners to get closer to each other in verbal or non-verbal aspects of their communication. The patterns of entrainment in speech and language characteristics have been extensively analysed in native oral interactions, bringing insights on the cognitive aspects of inter-personal entrainment on various linguistic and para-linguistic levels, such as semantics [1], syntax [2, 3, 4], prosody, and phonetic realizations [5, 6, 7], or focusing on diverse social and psychological factors underlying entrainment [e.g. 8, 9]. These studies show that entrainment is a complex phenomenon occurring on multiple levels of communication, depending on diverse underlying factors whose character is still not well understood. Given this complexity and inconclusive results of previous studies, various questions regarding the patterns of speech entrainment on multiple levels of communication are pending a satisfactory address.

For instance, entrainment on the interface of native (L1) and non-native (L2) is not well understood due to conflicting findings. On the one hand, L2 speakers were likely to imitate L1 speakers when sharing certain social identities [10], or they converged in vowel pronunciation towards those about whom they assumed were L1 speakers, while diverged from those about whom they assumed were L2 speakers [11]. On the other hand, [12] in a longitudinal study found that native English speakers converged in rhythm to L2 English speakers, while L2 speakers did not converge. A similar pattern was shown in [13]: L1 English speakers aligned towards Spanish-accented speakers in a shadowing task. Yet, [14] showed greater entrainment in matched language dyads than in mismatched (L1 vs. L2) dyads.

It is believed that metalinguistic factors play a significant role in these complex outcomes of L1 vs. L2 entrainment studies. For instance, the level of entrainment in L1-L2 dialogues may be influenced by the L2 speaker’s metalinguistic awareness of L1 speaker’s knowledge of the language [15], or by a set of other L2-specific issues such as insecurity in pronunciation patterns preventing the L2 speaker to lexically converge toward the L1 speaker, or linguistic similarity of interlocutors’ L1 and L2 affecting sensitivity to automatic priming [16].

To the best of our knowledge, the analysis of the patterns of entrainment on the interface of L1 vs. L2 as a within-subjects factor in semi-spontaneous conversations warrants further exploration. There are three relevant questions in this regard. First, is the speech entrainment language dependent? Second, do the same speakers align differently when interacting in their L1 compared to interacting in their L2? Third, is the level of entrainment dependent on the cognitive demand of the conversation? For example, acoustic analysis in [17] showed that entrainment was more significant in easier conditions with fewer errors and shorter completion time. A holistic analysis in [17] brought the same results.

Entrainment covers a wide range of behaviours and literature offers many methods for assessing it; different methods presumably tap into different aspect of this behaviour. One of several dimensions...
that differentiates the methods is locality: some try to capture entrainment globally at the level of a conversation, for example comparing two halves of each dialogue, and some evaluate speakers’ adjustments more locally at each turn-exchange, e.g. [18]. Previous studies showed that this dimension might show differences among languages and capture individual differences, e.g. [19,20].

In the present study, we test the relationship of entrainment in L1 (Slovak) vs. L2 (English) spoken dyadic communication between undergraduate students playing an interactive map game of giving directions sequenced into three levels of task complexity: easy, medium and hard.

Regarding the language effect on entrainment, theoretical accounts lead to contradictory predictions. On the one hand, the patterns of entrainment may be similar for L1 as for L2, mainly if we consider its dependence on various social mechanisms (dominance and roles), which are in our design the same in L1 as in L2. On the other hand, speakers’ perception of each other’s L2 proficiency may cause differences in how the same speakers entrain towards each other in L1 vs. in L2 due to changes in social dynamics. For the task complexity effect on entrainment, we expect more entrainment in the easy and medium tasks than in the hard task, which is based on previous findings [17].

Understanding entrainment in L2 spoken interactions and its links to L1 speech entrainment has potential for 1) better understanding and ultimately formally modelling the cognitive nature of this process, and 2) developing communicative techniques for L2 learning informed by the patterns and functions of speech entrainment since more and more interpersonal spoken interactions takes place in L2. Specifically, our main hypothesis is that we observe more entrainment in L1 and easier tasks compared to L2 and harder tasks since lower cognitive demands might facilitate managing and navigating social space and entrainment as a means for doing that [17]. Alternatively, more prevalent entrainment observed for complex tasks and L2 might support the theories advocating an automatic, possibly priming-based, account of entrainment [21].

2. METHODS

Fifteen pairs (8 females, 3 males, 4 mixed) of native Slovak undergraduates studying English took part in the experiment. The subjects used a standardized test to self-evaluate their L2 proficiency, with results ranging from the B2 to C1 levels.

Each pair completed six collaborative communicative tasks involving giving directions based on an information gap. The students were randomly assigned the role of the guided person or the guide and kept the roles for all tasks. The main factors under investigation were language, L1 Slovak (SK) and L2 English (EN), and task complexity (easy, medium, difficult). The easy task, top of Fig. 1, included giving directions while the route was indicated. In the medium task, middle of Fig. 1, the route was not indicated, but the number of elements in the map and possibilities of route choice was low. The map of the difficult task, bottom of Fig. 1, included multiple elements and afforded several possibilities for the subjects to complete the task so that they had to make several collaborative decisions. This design resulted in 90 conversations (15 pairs x 3 complexity levels x 2 languages). The tasks were blocked by the language, i.e. all three complexity levels together, but the order of the language (SK first vs. EN first) and the order of the tasks within a language block were randomised.

![Figure 1: Maps used for three complexity levels: easy (top), medium (middle), and difficult (bottom).](image-url)
participants [23,24]. Task complexity is rather created by manipulating the character of the tasks: In line with [24], our tasks differed in the number of elements occurring in the map and by the reasoning demand (in the difficult task, time labels were included urging the student to pick the fastest route and provide arguments to support their choice). The difference is also in the prior knowledge (in line with [23]): In the easy task, the students knew the area well, as it is the centre of a city in which their university is located. The medium task is situated in the same city but near the suburbs. The difficult task is situated in a distant city. The factor of prior knowledge was verified by a post-test questionnaire.

We used an automatic tool available in Praat to separate speaking time from silent time. The silence threshold was set to -25dB and minimum silence duration to 100ms. Manual correction of the silent vs. speaking intervals boundaries for samples with consistent errors was done. We then employed Praat for extracting the raw values for f0 medium, f0 range, and mean intensity from each speaking interval. We minimised the effect of outliers and octave jumps in f0 extraction by initially setting the floor and ceiling by the speaker biological sex and following the two-pass approach in [25] for floor/ceiling adjustment.

We analysed global, task-based entrainment following [26] that compares value means extracted from the initial and final thirds of the conversation respectively (using IPU numbers for the splitting into thirds). The local entrainment was assessed at each turn-exchange using the approach in [7] that operationalizes entrainment with local proximity, convergence, and synchrony; see both papers for definitions and formulas. Our implementation of both global and local methods is described in [27].

With values for global and local entrainment we then employed standard statistical modelling using linear mixed effects in R (package lmerTest) exploring the effect of LANGUAGE (L1 Slovak, L2 English), task COMPLEXITY (easy, medium, difficult), and their interaction on f0 median, f0 range, and intensity specifying random slopes for the dyad and the order of the language/tasks. We first explored the anova function on the model for the main effects and then the function emmeans in the package of the same name for the post-hoc comparisons in case the anova results returned significant values.

3. RESULTS

The effect of language and task complexity on the global entrainment in f0 median, f0 range and intensity is illustrated in Fig. 2. Positive values indicate entrainment and negative disentrainment. Pooling over the two factors, f0 range displays weak entrainment (t(89) = 2.36, p = 0.02) and intensity weak disentrainment (t(98) = -2.21, p = 0.03). Linear mixed effects modelling shows that neither the effects of LANGUAGE (SK vs. EN), COMPLEXITY, nor their interaction, on entrainment in f0 are significant. For intensity, there is a marginal interaction between LANGUAGE and COMPLEXITY (F = 3.1, p = 0.05), which is related to the fact that in EN, subjects disentrain more in medium tasks than in difficult tasks, while in SK it is vice versa.

![Figure 2: Global entrainment in f0 median (left), f0 range (middle), and intensity (right) divided by Language (leftmost 3 bars in each plot correspond to L1 Slovak, rightmost to L2 English), and Complexity (E[asy] - green, M[edium] - white, and D[ifficult] - grey).](image)

The results pertaining to the local measures of entrainment are summarised in Table 1. For each of the three types of local entrainment (proximity, convergence, synchrony) and the three features (f0 median, f0 range, intensity), the table shows in the leftmost cell of each of the three columns if significant entrainment (ent) or disentrainment (dis) occurred when pooling over both factors and using a one-sample t-test. The rightmost cells show the significant patterns regarding LANGUAGE and COMPLEXITY.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Proximity</th>
<th>Convergence</th>
<th>Synchrony</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f0 median</td>
<td>ent***</td>
<td></td>
<td>dis***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f0 range</td>
<td>ent***</td>
<td>E&lt;sub&gt;EN&lt;/sub&gt;&gt;E&lt;sub&gt;SK&lt;/sub&gt; ent*</td>
<td>all&gt;E&lt;sub&gt;sk&lt;/sub&gt; dis***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensity</td>
<td>ent*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Local measures of entrainment with proximity, convergence, and synchrony. Task complexity in caps (E[asy], M[edium], D[ifficult]) and language (SK, EN) in subscript. "***" correspond to p < 0.001, and "*" to p < 0.05. See text for a detailed description.

In local proximity assessed on f0 range, the interaction between COMPLEXITY and LANGUAGE
4. Speech Prosody

The current study analysed the effect of language, native vs. non-native, and task complexity on local and global prosodic entrainment in f0 and intensity. The results do not yield a robust overall pattern and provide only several indicative systematic findings.

First, the effects of (non-)native language and task complexity are relatively small. We used one measure for global entrainment and three for the local one on three prosodic features. This gives 12 potential chances for these factors to affect inter-personal acoustic-prosodic entrainment. Yet, only 4 measures showed a significant effect (global intensity, local proximity f0 range, local convergence f0 median and intensity). Thus, we conclude that the patterns of speech entrainment tend to work similarly irrespectively of the language (native or non-native) or task complexity. This result might also suggest that in a learning environment, strategies positively influencing the link between speech entrainment and positive social aspects (social attractiveness, trust, task effectiveness, etc.) might provide comparable outcomes irrespective of the language of the interaction or the complexity of the task at hand.

Second, if the effect of language/complexity occurred, the easier tasks and tasks in the L1 showed less entrainment (or showed disentrainment) than more difficult tasks and tasks in the L2. This was the case for three of the four significant patterns (local proximity f0 range, local convergence f0 median and intensity) where the easy tasks in Slovak showed the least entrainment. Hence, we might speculate that acoustic-prosodic entrainment in task-based spoken interactions is associated with coping with tasks demanding greater cognitive resources. The alternative possibility, that tasks with low cognitive demands free up resources for speech entrainment being used in managing and navigating social space, received little support despite findings of [17] where easier tasks yielded greater entrainment than more complex ones. Naturally, this speculation requires further rigorous testing.

Third, while the effect of language/complexity described above is relatively consistent across the selected entrainment measures, the assessment of entrainment itself is much less consistent. While f0 range showed entrainment both globally and as local proximity and convergence, intensity showed disentrainment globally and as local synchrony but entrainment as local proximity. This low consistency across entrainment measures corroborates recent studies, e.g. [28, 29], and supports efforts at researching how particular methods capture potentially different types of entrainment along potentially varied dimensions.

The sequencing of the tasks within one language was randomised as we wanted to prevent a possible uncontrollable effect of the task order. This might be a limitation of the study since sequencing tasks from simple to complex might be more relevant as the easier tasks gradually prepare the subjects for the harder tasks. Such sequencing is reasonable from a methodological point of view as a tool for increasing students’ oral competence. On the other hand, [23] showed that sequencing tasks from simple to complex increases accuracy, while sequencing tasks from complex to simple increases fluency. By randomising the order of the tasks, we aimed to prevent these diverse effects on subjects’ oral production. Furthermore, our descriptive analyses did not reveal any substantive systematic patterns regarding the order of the maps in our data.
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